
INSIGHT PAPER ABOUT MARKETING

When it comes to concept writing, the right insight makes all the difference. Writer and Content Marketing Manager Jill
Reiswig explains the art.

Your point is? Anyone within Unilever can mine its 70, research documents for insights. Most importantly, a
great campaign actually changes consumer behavior. These describe global demographic, consumption, and
other trends that are relevant to each category. Test subjects for weseethrough wear Google Glass while
engaging in routine tasks, such as cleaning, cooking, or shopping. There are two morals to this story. What
matters now is not so much the quantity of data a firm can amass but its ability to connect the dots and extract
value from the information. They are also a way to develop a deeper understanding of your own business and
consolidate your marketing focus. Among its programs, HCF runs cultural awareness workshops and prompts
brand and category teams to discuss how various macro forces might affect both consumers and Unilever.
Some category presidents use the platform to engage with people in a country they plan to visit, asking about
their needs and exploring opportunities for Unilever. For any insights group that serves as a data aggregator,
interpreter, and disseminator, the first challenge is to integrate massive and disparate sets of both structured
and unstructured data from such sources as product sales figures, spending on media, call-center records, and
social media monitoring. At Unilever, Stan Sthanunathan reports to a member of the executive
boardâ€”coauthor Keith Weed, who leads marketing, communications, and sustainable business functions.
Consider how CMI worked with Google and Razorfish to develop a program that leveraged real-time media
monitoring to anticipate hairstyle trends and shape demand for related products. Sometimes the consumer
insights are much less obvious. Branding strategies can not be wholly defined by boring market data and
branding can not only depend on understanding consumer needs, expectations and perceptions. This
proficiency in using data is evident in high-performing firms across industries, including pharmaceuticals,
financial services, hospitality, and consumer packaged goods. We divide these into two broad groups:
operational characteristics, such as functional independence and experimental orientation, and people
characteristics, such as business acumen and well-balanced analytic and creative thinking styles. What might
this look like? Finding Insights is Easy, Right? That resulted in a marketing campaign with a song
encouraging kids to brush at night as a way to have fun and bond with their fathers.


